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Learning Objectives

1. Discuss how mental health problems affect seeking vaccination.

2. Identify actions from each of the domains of the Increasing 
Vaccination Model.

3. Identify which areas of intervention are most likely to lead to 
vaccination.
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Increasing Vaccination Model

What people think and feel
Risk appraisals
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What People Think and Feel



Disease

risk appraisal

Vaccination
(or refusal, delay)

Motivation
(or hesitancy)

Vaccine 

confidence

“Covid-19 vaccination is effective.”

“I’m concerned about getting Covid-19.”

“I plan to get a Covid-19 vaccine.”

Proposition 1. Thoughts and feelings influence vaccination

Brewer, et al., 2017, PSPI



Disease

risk appraisal

Vaccination
(or refusal, delay)
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Vaccine 

confidence

Proposition 1. Thoughts and feelings influence vaccination

Strong support from correlational studies

Brewer, et al., 2017, PSPI



What people think and feel Likely impact

Messages to increase disease risk appraisals 

Education campaigns to increase vax confidence 

Decision aids 

Motivational interviewing 

Evidence from randomized trials

Brewer, et al., 2017, PSPI (Table 4, p. 188) 

 None or 

minimal 

 Modest

 Substantial



Leveraging Thoughts And Feelings

Address cognitive distortions
▪ Identify and address internal 

conflicts

▪ Allay concerns about COVID-19 
vaccination effectiveness and 
safety, the speed of vaccine 
development, and distrust of 
government

Motivational interviewing
▪ Mental health professionals will 

recognize behavior change 
principles in MI 
▪ Express empathy

▪ Develop discrepancy

▪ Roll with resistance

▪ Support self-efficacy

▪ Therapeutic sessions may offer 
more time to use MI than PCP 
visits



Social Processes



Social norms
Contagion

Vaccination
(or refusal, delay)Social 

preferences
Altruism

Free-riding

Social 

network
Homophily

Social space Person’s mind 

Proposition 2. Social processes influence vaccination

Strong support from correlational studies

Brewer, et al., 2017, PSPI



What people think and feel Likely impact

Messages to increase disease risk appraisals 

Education campaigns to increase vax confidence 

Decision aids 

Motivational interviewing 

Social processes

Descriptive norm messages 

Social network interventions that build on contagion 

Messages that change altruism or freeriding beliefs 

Evidence from randomized trials

Brewer, et al., 2017, PSPI (Table 4, p. 188) 

 None or 

minimal 

 Modest

 Substantial



Leveraging Social Processes

Frank recommendation
▪ Interventions to improve the quality 

of primary care professional 
recommendations increase vaccine 
uptake

▪ The impact of recommendations from 
mental health professionals is very 
potentially promising

▪ Some patients could see a frank 
recommendation for vaccination as 
outside a mental health professional’s 
role, and this interaction will vary 
depending on the duration and 
nature of the relationship

Support managing relationships
▪ Counseling could also focus on 

helping people who want to be 
vaccinated but who worry that it may 
lead to ostracization by family and 
friends 

▪ Therapists could help clients plan how 
to handle these conversations
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Changing Behavior Directly



Intention 
(or hesitancy)

Vaccination
(or refusal, delay)

Shape behavior
Provide incentives 

Implement sanctions

Require vaccination

Build on favorable 

intentions
Keep vaccination on people’s minds

with reminders, prompts, primes

Reduce barriers 

with logistics or behavioral defaults

Brewer, Chapman, et al., 2017, PSPI

Proposition 3. Direct behavior change influences vaccination

Clear evidence from interventions



What people think and feel Likely impact

Messages to increase disease risk appraisals 

Education campaigns to increase vax confidence 

Decision aids 

Motivational interviewing 

Social processes

Descriptive norm messages 

Social network interventions that build on contagion 

Messages that change altruism or freeriding beliefs 

Direct behavior change

Presumptive healthcare provider recommendations 

Reminders and recalls 

Implementation intention interventions 

Mere measurement interventions 

Onsite vaccination 

Default appointments 

Incentives 

Vaccination requirements 

Evidence from randomized trials

Brewer, et al., 2017, PSPI (Table 4, p. 188) 

 None or 

minimal 

 Modest

 Substantial
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Leveraging Direct Behavior Change

Lowering barriers
▪ Focus on mechanics of 

identifying points of access and 
reducing barriers

Action planning
▪ Sit with clients as they book an 

appointment and help them to 
think through and plan for 
potential barriers they may face 

▪ Remind clients of the 
opportunity to vaccinate and 
upcoming appointments



Increasing Vaccination Model
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Q&A With Dr. Brewer

• Dr. Sammons will read select 
questions that were submitted 
via the Q&A feature throughout 
the presentation.

• Due to time constraints, we will 
not be able to address every 
question asked.

@noelTbrewer


